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Precipio Wealth Management Named to Investor.com
2020 Top Firms in Virginia List

June 10, 2020, McLean, VA --- During the last several months, many Americans have faced
particular financial uncertainty. For those looking for financial guidance, how do they know who
they can trust for asset management and financial planning services?
That’s where Investor.com comes in.
Today, Investor.com is making it easier to find an advisor to trust with the release of its 2020
Top Firms in Virginia list. Precipio Wealth Management LLC, a Registered Investment Advisor
(RIA) headquartered in McLean, received a five-out-of-five Star Rating by Investor.com’s Trust
Algorithm, and is one of only 100 RIA firms with offices in Virginia to earn the Top Firm honor.
Investor.com is a consumer advocacy project with the mission of serving Americans as a trusted
resource for researching and comparing financial adviser firms. Investor.com analyzes 28 million
datapoints from 690,000 financial professionals and 16,000 firms across the United States on a
monthly basis to independently determine which firms can be trusted and which ones have red
flags important for clients and potential clients to know.
“Our goal at Investor.com is to make it easy for Americans to find a firm and advisors they can
trust,” said Blain Reinkensmeyer, Investor.com’s co-founder. “My grandparents spent over
$100,000 on excessive fees alone, working with a financial advisor they thought they could trust,
and I don’t want to see that happen to anyone else. In fact, Americans lose billions of dollars to
excessive fees and overly expensive financial products each year, so we truly want to highlight
fiduciaries—those who have a legal obligation to be unbiased and to put the interests of their
clients first.
Investor.com’s Trust Algorithm combines both publicly accessible data and disclosure
information from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Financial Industry
Regulatory Authority (FINRA), as well as proprietary input as detailed as the security of a firm’s
website. Precipio Wealth Management received the highest star rating possible by engaging
the Algorithm.”

ABOUT PRECIPIO WEALTH MANAGEMENT
Precipio Wealth Management LLC (Precipio) is a fee-only registered investment adviser firm
founded in 2009 and with offices in McLean, VA and Palm Beach, FL. Its advisors hold
professional certifications such as CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™ (CFP®), Certified
Investment Management Analyst® (CIMA®), and Accredited Investment Fiduciary® (AIF®). As of
June 2020, the firm’s Assets Under Management were more than $200 million.
For additional information about Precipio, link to its current Client Relationship Summary (CRS)
at https://precipiowealth.com/assets/downloads/PrecipioWealthManagement.CRS.pdf .
ABOUT INVESTOR.COM
Investor.com was launched in 2018 to serve Americans as a trusted resource for researching
and comparing financial advisors. Investor.com is wholly owned by Reink Media Group,
Michigan-based privately held company founded in 2009.
For more information concerning its proprietary Algorithm, visit https://investor.com/trustalgorithm.
To learn more about the Investor.com Profile of Precipio Wealth Management, visit
https://investor.com/rias/precipio-wealth-management-150310

